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PEOPLES ASSEMBLY

bill GREEnshiElDs

noT sinCE millions besieged parliament in
opposition to the blair and bush war on
iraq has britain's political system seen

such a crisis. The prime minister has already lost
three votes in parliament and is running scared.

she dodged a personal vote of  confidence
and has kicked into touch or bribed her most
vocal critics with in the Tory Party. but Corbyn is
closing in.

labour has pledged to table a vote of
confidence in the government if  May's brexit
deal fails to get a majority.

With the Tories divided and discredited their
MPs fear an election and will rally round their
lame duck leader. but the parliamentary cris,
with the government unable to push through
legislation is symptomatic of  a nationwide
political crisis.

locked out of  the decision-making process
the british people – whether they voted to leave
or remain in the EU – want an end to the
uncertainty. and many fear that a second vote
will open up new divisions and turbo-charge a
UKiP revival or worse.

The EU says it will not negotiate a new deal
with a Tory government that cannot command a
parliamentary majority for its brexit deal. and as
the EU and parliamentary timetable makes a
second vote a forlorn hope – held on to only by

Chuka Umunna's  rump of irreconcilable
Remainers – its become clear that britain needs
a general election and a new government.

Whichever way you voted in the
referendum, it’s increasingly clear  that the real
problem facing us is the Tories hanging on to
office by their fingertips, but continuing to
l attack the nhs and all our public services,
national and local
l press ahead with cuts and privatisation,
l preside over increasing wealth and income
inequality,
l create more and more insecurity through the
gig economy and Universal Credit,
l turn a blind eye to housing shortage, rent
increases and homelessness and use the populist
right and fascists, as well as their own vicious
policies, to encourage racism and other tools of
division.

Millions of  people, on both sides of  the
brexit divide, want an end to austerity, a new
deal for our nhs, gas, electricity, water and rail
taken back in to public ownership and a national
effort to tackle the housing crisis. 

This Peoples’ assembly against austerity
demo gives us the opportunity, and the
responsibility, to open the new year by
demanding a General Election…. and maybe it
will help those in Parliament who agree to get
on with the job!

We owe it to all those of  us who are directly
hurt and suffering at the hands of  the
government– now the great majority of  the
people -  to try, to do our best, to get the Tories
out.

its time to take to the streets..its time to get
the Tories out. 

bill GREEnshiElDs is a MEMbER of ThE CoMMUnisT
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ENDING AUSTERITY 

Rob GRiffiThs

Millions aRE on the move  to end
austerity. We know what austerity means
but where does it come from?

austerity means unemployment and zero-
hours contracts. Unemployment in the
European Union fluctuates around twenty
million – bigger in size than the population of
many EU states. in or out of  the eurozone
unemployment is a disaster for many people
leading to mass migration to countries where
minimum wage jobs are the norm for migrant
workers.

austerity means homelessness. shelter
estimates that britain needs to spend £214bn
to build the three million new social housing
homes that are needed to tackle our housing
crisis. 

austerity is not a new idea. big business
bosses always argue that the solution to
capitalism's constant crises is to reduce wages
and cut social spending. 

Europe spent three post-war decades
reconstructing economies shattered by war.
This temporary retreat from austerity policies
meant a period of  more-or-less full
employment, the construction of  millions of
council houses, a national health service and
comprehensive education with, for a growing

number of  young people, the chance of  a
higher education.

These days have ended. a turning point was
when britain's Tory prime minister signed up to
the Thatcherite dream embodied in the
Maastricht Treaty. 

Rising wages — what bourgeois economists
call inflation — keeps bankers and big
businessmen awake at night. Maastricht put the
architecture of  the neo-liberal European Union
in place and gave the EU Commission the
power to veto the budgets of  member states.
We have the example of  Greece, more
recently italy. 

With this neoliberal model unemployment
rises, wealth and business taxes are lowered
and welfare is cut. Maastricht built the
monetarist control of  inflation into EU policy.
Maastricht also imposed limits on government
public spending controlled through limits on
government debt and deficit measured as a
proportion of  gross domestic product (GDP). 

The post-Thatcher Tory government of
John Major signed up to Maastricht and devised
the Private finance initiative which cut public
spending on infrastructure, schools and
hospitals to meet the new limits and gave
profitable contracts to the finance sector. 

new labour took up Pfi with even greater
enthusiasm than the Tories. now the profits
from britain's Pfi debt — at over £300bn for
schemes with an original cost of  £55bn —

swell the offshore accounts of  the financiers.
Communists want an end to austerity and

out of  the European Union. We stick by the
original opposition by the labour Party and
TUC to britain’s membership of  the bosses’
club. We continue Clement attlee's original
opposition to the Euro-federalist project and
the surrender of  our country's sovereignty. 

Communists want an alternative to britain's
distorted and financialised economy.
Communists want britain to be  free from the
anti-union judgements of  the ECJ, the
restrictions on state aid to industry, the
obstacles to public ownership and the new
drive to militarise.

The priority is to get the Tories out. Every
effort must go into bringing down this Tory
government and winning an election.

To win labour needs to keep trust with the
millions who poured their anger and frustration
into the brexit vote. breaking the bipartisan
pledge that the brexit vote be respected will
lose for generations more the trust that the
blair government betrayed and which the
Corbyn team has so painstakingly
rebuilt.Worse it will supercharge UKiP and the
fascists

We need  a 'People's Brexit'?
a 'People's brexit' would mean:
l  implementing the referendum result, not
May's bogus brexit or a second referendum.

l  a General Election as soon as possible so a
left-led labour government can complete the
withdrawal and negotiate new relations with
the EU which protect jobs, public services and
the welfare state.
l  britain no longer bound by EU treaties,
rules, institutions and Directives so that british,
scottish, Welsh and local government would be
free to implement left and progressive policies
without EU obstruction.
l  EU and british citizens retaining extensive
rights of  residency, work and travel across
Europe, subject only to national policies
required for just, balanced and sustainable
development.
l  britain, the EU and its Member states
continuing to cooperate closely across a wide
range of  economic, social, environmental and
security matters, but with no british
participation in the EU's military structures and
programmes.
l  Renegotiation of  a financial settlement that
substantially reduces the proposed divorce bill
of  approximately £39bn.
l  a commitment from the british government
to maintain all progressive spending
programmes, employment rights and
environmental and consumer standards carried
over from EU membership. 

Rob GRiffiThs is GEnERal sECRETaRy of ThE
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Tories out! Election now!s High anxiety
Even the Tory-minded
magazine The
Economist – the
readership of  which
includes the thinking
bourgeois business
leader – thinks a
Corbyn goverernment
is a real prospect.
Picture shows a detail
from  The Economist
covers



for a People's brexit!
following the big november rally to launch the
‘People’s brexit’ initiative the campaign is being
rolled out across britain.

The rally (available to view online at
https://vimeo.com/user30722979/videos)
attracted support from labour MPs, trade
union activists, economists, journalists and
people from a range of  political organisations
(including ClPs, Momentum and Counterfire,
sP, sWP and the Communist Party).

now the intention is to hold similar broad-
based rallies in the period up to brexit Day,
March 29, in newcastle/ Durham, bristol,
liverpool, Manchester, Glasgow (in co-
operation with RosE: ‘Radical options for
scotland in Europe’), nottingham, birmingham,
sheffield, Merthyr Tydfil, Cardiff/ swansea,
north Wales and various boroughs in london.

Party organisations are urged to liaise with
local left, labour movement and progressive
activists who are sympathetic to ‘People's
brexit’ perspectives to organise meetings in
these and other areas.

although these perspectives have yet to be
formally adopted, they broadly stand for: (1)
implementation of  the referendum result and a
General Election, not May's bogus brexit nor a
second referendum; (2) freedom from EU
treaties, rules and directives for future british,
scottish, Welsh and local government to
pursue left policies; (3) defence of  jobs, public
services and the welfare state in any new or
transitional arrangements with the EU and in
future trade deals with other powers; (4)
solidarity and cooperation between peoples
and workers across Europe and beyond; and
(5) opposition to continued british involvement
in the EU's naTo-aligned Common foreign
and Defence Policy.

building for socialism 
a residential school for Communist Party
activists and close supporters will be held at
Wortley hall, sheffield, on saturday 30 March
and sunday 31 March 30.
The themes are:
l building the Communist Party and the mass
movement with trade unions, local struggles
and the People's assembly at the core. 
l Winning the battle to achieve and defend a
left-led labour government as a milestone
along britain's road to socialism. 

There will also be an internationalist
dimension to the school’s content. Party and
yCl activists are invited to attend with an
emphasis on attracting women, trade unionists
and young and new members. 

Total attendance is expected to be around
45, including about eight tutors.

financial details will be advertised soon, but
attenders at the school should apply to their
branches, districts or nations for support.
assistance may also be available from Party
centre.

as this weekend will follow brexit Day, the
school will host a political/cultural event. The

weekend will be a celebration of  the life of
Kevin halpin, an outstanding Party leader and
trade union militant, parliamentary candidate,
national industrial organiser and chair of  the
liaison Committee for the Defence of  Trades
Unions who died in January 2017
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Latin America Imperialism and resistanc
e

Part One Two centuries of  neo-colonialism

CPB

As 2018 drew to a close British communists met in London at
the party’s 55th congress. A high point was the contribution
from John Pinkerton from the  Communist Party of Ireland

He remarked on our long history of struggle alongside one
another and of learning from each other. That, he said, is not a
matter of mere geographical proximity. It is because we share a
common interest in confronting and overthrowing a common
enemy: British imperialism. The main part of his speech
appears below.

“We too identify the defining feature of the present time to be an
imperialist system ‘mired in an ever-deepening crisis’ — or more accurately
a set of interconnecting crises: economic, political, environmental, cultural
and moral.

in the face of that deepening crisis within imperialism we identified four
core questions confronting not just our Party, but we suggest, the
communist and workers movement around the world: the nature of
revolutionary transformation; the defence and deepening of democracy; the
protection of a sustainable natural environment; and the promotion of
global peace.

it is easy to get caught up in the hullaballoo around what's included in the
585 pages of the Tory Government— European Union Draft Withdrawal
agreement; who likes it and who doesn't; whose in and whose out of the
british cabinet; and indeed who may be out of 10 Downing street !

These are not issues of great concern to us in the CPi. The starting-point
for irish communists in evaluating such matters is to take a class viewpoint.
Whose interests are served? Does it strengthen and advance the interests
of labour or consolidate the power of capital ?

it seems clear to us that the European Union is an alliance of state
monopoly capitalist forces furthering their class interest; not yet
amalgamated into a single imperialist block but moving in that direction;
including militarily. its structures and treaties are designed to block any path
to socialism or even the implementation of the programmes of social
democracy.

The EU cannot be reformed but must be challenged and defeated if
vibrant national democracies are to be developed and open up national
roads to socialism.

The EU integration process and the transfer of powers is a project to
limit the sovereignty and political independence of member states, so as to
curtail their independent economic and political action. This integration
process has revealed and accentuated the differences between the core and
peripheral countries such as ireland. That can most clearly be seen in the
imposition of massive debt on the peripheral states.

it seems to us in the Communist Party of ireland that the dominant
position in the british ruling class, reflecting the interests of finance capital,
before and since the referendum, is support for the undemocratic, neo-
liberal institutions of the EU. That support is being expressed in the
sustained pursuit of three strategies:
1 overturn the referendum through Parliament or by legal means;
2 hold a second referendum to overrule the last one;
3 negotiate a leave settlement that is remain in all but name.

as ‘remain in all but name’ seemed to be the most likely outcome, it has
been instructive to watch the fine Gael Taoiseach, leo Varadkar, playing
such a key role in representing the EU's interests, dressed up as the interests
of the irish people, including safeguarding the belfast agreement. Who
would have predicted that the irish border and an irish Taoiseach would
have proved so useful to brussels?

This display has deepened our understanding of the relationship
between the irish ruling class and the EU, influencing our strategy and tactics
when building alliances in defence of national sovereignty.

in that context it is deeply disappointing to see sinn fein, which was
previously opposed to the European Union, throw itself  with such
enthusiasm into the strategies and mechanisms of control of the irish
establishment and the EU.

our focus is on persuading the trade union and labour movement,
republicans and other democratic forces to return to, or take up, principled
opposition to the EU. Part of that work must be finding the means to
combine in mutual solidarity around campaigns in both britain and ireland.

like the belfast agreement, the vote to leave the EU presents an
opportunity for realigning politics in the interests of working people. but
again as with the belfast agreement, the political forces needed to seize the
opportunity are yet to emerge from within the labour movement, the
women's movement, republicanism, including the left within sinn fein, and
the wide range of campaigns struggling for a better life.

such forces do exist in ireland and can be mobilised as the magnificent
campaign last year to remove the anti-woman 8th amendment of the irish
Constitution demonstrated by turning out an overwhelming yes vote. We
need to learn the lessons of such victories.

That vote and the campaigning that achieved it, was the result of years of
work by many groups and individuals. it had little or nothing to do with the
political parties who so enthusiastically climbed on the bandwagon as it
began to roll.

The vote was a tribute to previous generations of women activists who
never gave up. it was a victory for those trade unions that put resources into
actively campaigning and encouraged their own members to vote yes. it
was a victory for the many women's social and political organisations that
declared for a yes. it was also a victory for the many activists from the north
of ireland who took part and who are still without the right to choose. The
return home of thousands of people to vote yes was a great display of
solidarity and expression of a collective belief that change was not just
necessary but possible.

our response to a Tory brexit must be to build a similarly vibrant
political alliance on an all ireland basis that understands the prize to be won.
as spelt out by our general secretary, Eugene McCartan, writing recently in
Morning Star: ‘a departure from the EU (by both parts of ireland) could
provide the opportunity to establish an independent, sovereign national
democracy, giving real power and influence to working people.’in pursuit of
that goal we will also need the solidarity of all those in britain committed to
a people's exit from the European Union — not least from you, our
comrades in the CPb.

View from ireland 

latin
america
analysed
The fifteen years after 1998 saw left-wing
governments being elected across latin
america. Cuba's isolation was ended. brazil
joined with China, Russia and south africa to
challenge neo-liberal dominance in the WTo.
Venezuela set up bolivarian structures for
economic cooperation across the subcontinent.
The daily lives of  working people were
transformed.

yet today only Venezuela and bolivia
remain. Right-wing and extreme right-wing
regimes have been installed across the
subcontinent. While resistance continues, it is
against the background of  police repression,
increasing material hardship and the loss of
economic and civil rights.

These two pamphlets seek to understand
how this has happened and why left-wing
governments were so quickly replaced.

Created by an editorial collective based
around the Communist Party’s international
Commission the team includes Paul Dobson
in Venezuala and assembles analyses from a
variety of  perspectives across latin america.

Marx’s Das Kapital
and capitalism today

‘Robert
Griffiths takes
us back to the
foundations of
Marx’s
critique of
capitalism and
demonstrates
its relevance
to the present
day. This
second
extended
edition
contains a

new section on Marx’s ecological and
environmental views, as well as updating and
extending other sections.

Marx’s Das Kapital and capitalism today
deserves to be widely read, not just by students
but throughout the left and the labour
movement more widely. it couples great clarity
of  exposition with an absolutely contemporary
focus on what Marx’s great work tells us about
our world.

Das Das Kapital is explained in clear, simple
language which does not shy away from the
great controversies in Marxist thought.’

Dr Jonathan White in the Morning Star
www.manifestopress.org.uk
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agitation, education and propaganda

Challenge Magazine of  the young Communists 
P The autumn budget P brexit P Communist
Party Congress P Reports from the 49th yCl
Congress P Climate Catastrophe P Marxism
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